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US based candy store founded by Jeff Rubin in

2006 (Headquarters in Deerfield, FL).

It’Sugar sells giant sweets and novelty gifts

Their mission statement is “To provide a

humorous escape from everyday life… It’Sugar

isn’t just candy--it’s an experience. With a

unique blend of sugar and pop culture.” 

It’Sugar wants customers to laugh, not take life

so seriously, and brighten anyone’s day no

matter their demographic.

BRAND
OVERVIEW



It’Sugar has seen a decline in popularity during the pandemic 

The brand lacks a recognizable social media presence compared to their competitors

 It’Sugar has lost its experiential factor which is the most prevalent part of their

brand model

It’Sugar does not collaborate with public figures that could increase their brand

presence online

We want to help It’Sugar build more brand awareness through social media marketing,

earned media and collaborations

The company wants to develop their brand image around experiences that bring

nostalgia and youthfulness to anyone that visits the store.

We take into consideration how diverse the demographic of It’Sugar’s customers are

and do our best to meet the needs of every customer through each touchpoint in their

shopping experience 

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY



CURRENT SUCCESS & GOALS

In 2017, Tt’s Sugar already become the

largest, famous candy retailer in the US 

The world’s first class candies

manufacturer

Over 100 locations in 27 states

Each store is over 2,400 sq ft

Over 78.4 million dollars avenue in 2017

Over 1000 employees nationwide

It’Sugar aims to provide excellent service,

high quality products, and a remarkable

experience for all consumers.

It’Sugar wants to build a familiar and

recognizable brand image on social and digital

media platforms. 

It’Sugar aspires to be a trendsetter and

leader in the candy industry amongst their

national and global competitors. 
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BRAND
OBJECTIVES

Execute successful collaboration to gain

earned media channels 

Reinvent It’Sugar’s digital presence

Demonstrate confidence when working with

talent and brands

Recognize the importance of everything in

moderation

Create an inclusive demographic of all

ages, races, ethnicities, and beliefs under

sweet treats, positive vibes, and laughter
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BRAND VOICE

It’Sugar stores have

unique displays, vibrant

colors, and stunning

interior design

1. 2. It’Sugar stands out to

customers because of how

bold their design choices are

and the humor behind many

of their items.

3. The store provides a

comedic relief when

shopping their diverse

selection of their giant

candy and gag gifts.

4.It’Sugar currently has an

impressive ambiance that

customers can recognize instantly

because of the nostalgia and

memories they hold from visiting

their stores.



It’Sugar is a high-end candy and confectionery

store that satisfies the nation’s sweet tooth. Deeper

than sweets, It’Sugar strives to be a total

experience! The brand’s sassy and bold variety of

merchandise expresses its strong belief in humour

and attitude. Nostalgic products bring out every

consumer’s inner child. A blend of pop culture and

sugary sweets pokes fun at rules and help customers

take life less seriously. Brand partnerships and

influencer marketing is an integral part of the

It’Sugar brand. 

BRAND
DEFINITION 



OPPORTUNITY +
OPPORTUNITY SHIFT 

 
 Utilize influencers and public

figures to improve digital

presence

Receive more word of

mouth/earned media through

collaborations and PR lists

New excitement and enthusiasm

towards the brand and their

new extensions
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New excitement and enthusiasm

towards the brand and their new

extensions

Earned media and more positive

information in the press about

It’Sugar

Inclusive environment that promotes

positivity and laughter for all ages

Confidence to collaborate with

established brands and public figures 

Increased followers and engagement on

socials 
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OPPURTUNITY

 

OPPURTUNITY SHIFT

 



It’Sugar is primarily a brick-and-mortar store that lacks

much of a social media presence 

The company has filed for bankruptcy in the past year due

to lack of customers during the pandemic 

The brand does not have diverse content to post 

It’Sugar has to build brand awareness and confidence in

order to collaborate with public figures to gain more

engagement + excitement around the future of the

company

Customers prefer healthier options today for a more

sustainable lifestyle, but It’Sugar can promote treating

one’s self in moderation.
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BRAND AND BUSINESS
CHALLENGES 

 
 



It’Sugar has a pretty broad demographic of customers as a food service. The brand persona ranges from a

young child whose parents can afford to buy them candy up to an elder that enjoys reliving their childhood

dreams at the candy store. Individuals that shop at It’Sugar love novelty gifts and are caring, kind, and

thoughtful customers that make purchases with their heart instead of their head at times. 

 

 

TARGET CUSTOMER 
 

DEMOGRAPHICS
Age: Approx. 15-40

Education: Elementary to higher

degree

Marital Status: Single or have

partner

Location: United States, urban and

suburban locations 

 

 

PSYCHOGRAPHICS 

 Personality: Optimistic, playful,

outgoing, nostalgic, youthful,

funky

Interests: Enjoys weekly outings,

loves spending time with family,

collects novelty goods, and giving

gifts to friends and family 

 

 

VALUES 

Community, collectibles,

cheerfulness, positivity,

friendship, family, and creativity

 

 

 



Name: Anna

Age: 23

Relationship Status: Single

Location: LA, CA

Occupation: Freelancer

Education: Graduated from FIDM

Income: $50,000/yr 

Likes: Music, Traveling, Working out, Fashion

Dislikes: Animal cruelty, low quality products, pollution

Where she shops: Skims, Dylan’s Candy Bar, Urban

Outfitters, Nike, Thrifting

Social Media: Instagram, Twitter, Tik Tok, Facebook, YouTube

Music: Pop, indie, dance, EDM

Favorite candy: Starburst, Sour Patch Kids, Haribo Gummy

Bears

PRIMARY PERSONA 1:
ANNA

 
 
 



Name: Nick

Age: 23

Relationship Status:\Name: Nick

Age: 24

Relationship Status: Relationship

Location: LA, CA

Occupation: Twitch Gamer/Collector 

Education: Graduated from Los Angeles Trade Technical College

Income: $55,000/yr 

Likes: Gaming, Collecting, Food, Culture, New experiences,

Television, Movies 

Dislikes: Negativity, working out, athletic activities, health

foods

Where he shops: Ebay, Depop, GameStop, Hot Topic

Social Media: Instagram, Twitter, Tik Tok, Twitch, Facebook

Music: Indie, EDM, Techno

Favorite candy: Airheads, Reese’s, Hershey’s Kisses

PRIMARY PERSONA 2:
NICK

 
 
 
 



Name: Emma

Age: 7

Relationship Status: Single

Location: Orlando, FL

Occupation: Student

Education: Elementary school

Income: $70,000 per parent

Likes: Toys, Candies, Music, TV Shows, Friends

Dislikes: Pollution, Animal Cruelty, Rain

Where she shops: Sugar Factory, H&M, Zara, Hanna

Andersson, Supermarket, Amazon

Social Media: Her mom’s Instagram, Facebook, and TIk Tok 

Music: Disney Radio, Classical

Favorite Candy: Jolly Ranchers, Skittles, Cotton Candy

SECONDARY PERSONA:
EMMA 

 
 
 
 



Name: Aaron

Age: 28

Relationship Status: Single

Location: NYC, NY

Occupation: Finance 

Education: Graduated from NYU 

Income: $70,000 

Likes: Travel, Working out, Photography, Design, Music

Dislikes: Pollution, Bad-quality air, crowded space

Where he shops: Nile. AKRA, International News, Vans, Fila,

Urban Outfitters, Off White 

Social Media: Instagram, Twitter, Tik Tok

Music: Pop, rap, indie

Favorite candy: Yumearth Organic Pops, Justin’s Peanut

Butter Cups, Gluten Free Gummy Bears

REACH/LAPSE/NEW
PERSONA: AARON

 
 
 
 
 



SWOT ANALYSIS

-Charitable partnerships

such as Lollipop theatre

network, Homes for our

Troops, Florida Breast

Cancer Foundation

-Strong fanbase

-Appeals to many

demographics (children,

bloggers, Instagram

gurus)

-They post and keep up very

outdated memes on their

social pages

-Not a lot of interactions

with customers on social

media

-Not many collaborations

with influencers and public

figures

-It’Sugar could hold

birthday parties at their

store

-Be present at conventions

such as Beautycon and

Geekgirl Con 

-They could open booths at

local fairs and pop-up shops

-Loyalty program 

-Subscription boxes

-KPop collaboration

-Candy imports 

-The growing health

and wellness

trend/lifestyle many

pursue today

-Dylan’s Candy Bar,

Sugar Factory, and

Sugarfina have more

social media presence

and post on new

outlets such as Tik

Tok

STRENTGHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS



107k followers on Instagram 

1.29% engagement rate on their Instagram

About 1,400 likes and 11 comments per post 

Facebook has 81k likes 

6k followers on Twitter 

No diverse content on any platforms

Must begin building a social media presence

by incorporating influencer marketing and

using Tik Tok as a storyteller

It’Sugar’s branding is their most notable

strength because the company has a

prominent aesthetic that is recognizable

amongst their store and virtual shopping

options 

SOCIAL MEDIA SWOT



C0MPARATIVES

Dylan’s Candy Bar specializes in

novelty candy and gag gifts

similar to It’Sugar. Dylan’s

Candy Bar has over 200k

followers on their Instagram, 188k

likes on Facebook, and 35.8k

followers on Twitter. 

 

 

 

 

Sugar Factory is a restaurant and

candy store that provides more of

an experience than It’Sugar.

Sugar Factory has 145k likes on

Facebook, 20.8k followers on

Twitter, and 27.4k followers on Tik

Tok. 

 

 

 

 

Sugarfina sells aesthetically pleasing

and minimalistic, gourmet

candy.Sugarfina does a phenomenal

job with establishing a clear

aesthetic for their brand on each of

their social media

platforms.Sugarfina has 259k

followers on Instagram, 45k likes on

Facebook, 22.8k followers on Twitter,

and 462 followers on Tik Tok.

 



COMPETITIVE
MATRIX



TREND/MOODBOARD 1 



TREND/MOODBOARD 2



TACTICS TO REACH OUR
TARGET AUDIENCE

 
 

Digital Marketing through social media

platforms

Pop-up events + unique AR Experiences  

Collaborations with influencers, public

figures, and brands

Post frequently on Tik Tok, Instagram,

Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter

Social Media advertisements

1.
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FUTURE 
BRAND PERSONA

 
 

The brand tone is playful, positive, young, vintage,

sweet, enthusiastic, funny, and passionate

Gen Z and Millennials

Connoisseurs of tastes, trends, aesthetics, and

authenticity 

Vibrant colors, popular influencers, and comically

sized candies

Consistent branding within brick-and-mortar stores

and digital marketing platforms

Brand ambassadors partner with It’Sugar to build

trusting relationships with customers

Humorous and nostalgic energy, never taking things

too seriously, or following the traditional rules

Clear and effective writing is implemented to convey

this message. 



1 MONTH CONTENT CALENDER
 



SOCIAL MEDIA EXPERIENCE:
PRIDE MONTH JOJO SIWA

PARADE
 
 

It’Sugar will be partnering with a local Pride Month

parade in Los Angeles. The brand will be incorporating

influencer marketing to have Jojo Siwa ride the

It’Sugar float for the parade. The company and Jojo

will promote the event on their social media

platforms. This installation will be a great way for

It’Sugar to reach Jojo’s fans that have similar

colorful aesthetics and sweet personalities like her.

Additionally, this experience will promote inclusion

and diversity amongst all candy lovers. Visitors will

receive coupons to the It’Sugar store upon arrival!

 

 



FUTURE 
JOJO SIWA CANDY
COLLABORATION

 
 
 

During the parade, Jojo Siwa will throw out

her favorite candy, gummy hair bows.

Additionally, Jojo will throw It’Sugar

coupons out for 3 oz of gummy hair bows at

any local It’Sugar location in Los Angeles.

The hair bow candy extends the reach of

It’Sugar because her fans love the theme

and beliefs of the brand similar to Jojo’s

message!

 



SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION
 
 

-“Join us

@jojosiwa and

@itsugar for the

LA Pride Parade

this Saturday at 10

am PDT! We will

also be

livestreaming the

event from our

Instagram! We

can’t wait to see

you there

#pridemonth

#itsugar

#jojosiwa” 

“We have an

exciting

announcement!

@itsugar and

@jojosiwa will be

at the LA Pride

Parade this

Saturday at 10 am

PDT. Watch our

livestream of the

event on our

Instagram soon.”

 

“See you at

the LA Pride

Parade this

Saturday at

10 am PDT.

Tag @itsugar

and @jojosiwa

in your posts

to win a gift

card to

It’Sugar! 

 

INSTAGRAM POST: TIK TOK POST:
TWITTER POST:



SOCIAL MEDIA PAID ADVERTISING: A/B TESTING ADS
 
 Both of these ads will run on Instagram

and Facebook for one week

The ads will target individuals that are

18-35, have colorful theme aesthetics,

follow similar novelty accounts, and live

near an It’Sugar location 

The ads will help the brand to decipher

which candy is more popular for their

demographic

This will help It’Sugar to know what

candy is more trendy in order to meet

the needs of customers!

 

 

 



 
YouTube AR
Experience

Preview Video:
This video

provides a first-
hand look at the

upcoming
release of the

Dua Lipa, Olivia
Rodrigo, and Jojo
Siwa AR concert

filmed at
It’Sugar in
Santa Monica.

 
 

Charli D’Amelio
Tik Tok PR
Unboxing:

This Tik Tok
showcases Charli

unboxing the
It’Sugar x Versace
line she received
on the PR list. The
brand gifted her
the products and
she is providing
It’Sugar with
earned media!

 
 
 

STORYTELLING AND EARNED
CONTENT MARKETING

 
 



BRAND EXTENSION IDEA:
IT'SUGAR X VERSACE

 
 

It’Sugar will be partnering with Versace
to create a new fashion line with Dua Lipa.
By incorporating a major pop star and iconic

luxury brand, It’Sugar will be able to
receive more brand awareness in the

entertainment and fashion industries. Those
that support Dua Lipa will take interest in
checking out the Versace line. Customers
that purchase items from the line will

receive an It’Sugar x Versace tote bag, a
box of gourmet Italian candy, and a coupon

for future purchases at both stores.
Additionally, Dua Lipa will hold a contest
on her Instagram to promote the line by
posting that the brands will be choosing
commenters to meet Dua Lipa in a meet

and greet along with receiving their choice
pieces from the collection. 

 

 



COLLABORATION
DETAILS

 
 

Dua Lipa is the perfect celebrity to
partner with on this collaboration
because she is a long-time
Versace fan, matches the aesthetic
of It’Sugar, and her brand
message aligns to both brands. Dua
Lipa is a down to earth pop star
that has a very influential fashion
taste and shopping options. With
over 69.7 million followers on
Instagram, she has the ability to
reach millions of people to promote
It’Sugar. The goal of including
Dua Lipa in this brand extension
experience is for fans to connect
under the delectable humor,
positivity, and enthusiasm Dua
Lipa, It’Sugar, and Versace share
as brands.



SUGAR X VERSACE
 

The It’Sugar X Versace line
incorporates eclectic graphics, neon
colorways, and realistic details
that convey Versace’s luxury
undertones while sticking to
It’Sugar’s playfulness.The pieces
include two unisex shirt styles,
two bucket hat styles, an earrings
set, and two pairs of pants. 

 

 



DUA LIPA'S CONTEST 
 
 As mentioned, Dua Lipa will hold a

contest on her Instagram to promote the
launch. The campaign will launch in

September 2021. Dua Lipa, Versace, and
It’Sugar will promote the giveaway till
October 1st. Once winners are picked from
her comments, winners will receive an
all-inclusive pass to meet Dua Lipa at

Santa Monica It’Sugar. The winners will
also be given pieces from the line for

Dua Lipa to autograph. Dua will also have
a photo shoot for the campaign at the
It’Sugar Santa Monica location and

customers will also be able to take photos
in the It’Sugar photo booth. 

 

 



THE LINE
 
 

As mentioned, those that

purchase items from the

line receive an It’Sugar

x Versace tote bag, a box

of gourmet Italian candy,

and a coupon for future

purchases at both stores. 

 



Olivia Rodrigo, Dua Lipa, and Jojo Siwa will

perform an AR concert in the It’Sugar

Santa Monica location. 

The singers will wear the It’Sugar X

Versace Collection as product placement to

promote the collection. 

This installation will aid It’Sugar in

creating relationships with the public

figures’ fans!

They can make purchases of the pop stars'

merchandise and buy It’Sugar items and

candy at the same time. 

Finally, to keep fans informed, It’Sugar

will post frequent updates and Tweets to

their Facebook and Twitter accounts to help

their fans stay in the loop and excited for

these installations!

AR CONCERT EXPERIENCE
 
 



AR EXPERIENCE INSTAGRAM FILTER
 
 

It’Sugar hopes to
receive 1000+ posts
of UGC from
customers that visit
their brick-and-
mortar stores. Every
It’Sugar location will
have a photobooth
themed to the AR
experience
collaboration.

 

 

 

 Additionally, the
brand will be
creating an
Instagram and
Snapchat filter to
promote the AR
Experience on
social media when
customers visit the
store!

 

 

 



Track the sales from all commission discount codes
(Brick-and-mortar versus online sales)
Analyze how much their engagement and followers
increased
350k followers on Instagram, 50k followers on Tik
Tok, 150k on Facebook, 20k on Twitter, and 10k on
YouTube
Engagement rate on Instagram will be 2.28%
Sell out of the entire Versace collection within a
month of launching
Gain more brand awareness
Establish a dynamic voice and presence through
storytelling marketing strategies
Increased focus on the customer’s experience 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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OUTCOMES/MEASUREMENT 
 



More immersive digital experience
created for customers 
Earned media through gifting (PR):
25 influencers on list 
Long lasting connections with
influencers, brands, celebrities, and
public figures that support their
values
Establish a clear brand image with
diverse content all platforms
Confidence when working with
professional figures in the industry
Effective communication and writing
skills 
Over 20,000+ sales from collection
with Dua Lipa and Versace 
Over 100k new followers from Olivia
Rodrigo, Jojo Siwa, and Dua Lipa
1000+ UGC posts 
Over 5 million sales in 2021
Over 100 million in revenue in 2021

SUCCESS 
 



PRIDE PARADE FLOAT (TRUCK RENTAL, DONATION, CANDY DISTRIBUTION): APPROX. $15,000

VERSACE X DUA LIPA COLLECTION: $100,000+ 

SOCIAL MEDIA MAKEOVER (PR + DIGITAL MARKETING TEAM): APPROX. $5,000 A MONTH

(WORKING WITH AN AGENCY)

JOJO COLLABORATION: $300,000

OLIVIA RODRIGO COLLABORATION (PROMOTION): $75,000

AR EXPERIENCE: $50,000

DUA LIPA COLLABORATION (PROMOTION): $250,000

PR + INFLUENCER GIFTING: APPROX. $10,000

GRAND TOTAL: APPROX. $805,000+

BUDGET
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